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Forward-Looking Statements
Safe Harbor Statement
These slides and the accompanying oral presentation (the “Presentation”) contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
Forward-looking statements generally relate to future events or future financial or operating performance of Otonomy, Inc. (“Otonomy”). Forward-looking statements in this Presentation include,
but are not limited to, statements relating to design, patient recruitment, enrollment, compliance and conduct for, and timing of results for and initiation of, ongoing and future clinical trials;
Otonomy’s development plans and timelines for its product candidates and programs; the potential benefits and advantages of Otonomy’s product candidates and programs; the potential
benefits and opportunities of, and activities under, the collaboration agreement between Otonomy and AGTC, including but not limited to Otonomy’s IND-enabling activities and plans to support
an IND filing, expectations regarding market size and the number of patients who suffer from the diseases and disorders we are targeting; opportunity of Otonomy’s product candidates and
programs; expectations regarding Otonomy’s ability to advance its pipeline; Otonomy’s anticipated upcoming milestones; and expectations regarding operating expenses for 2022 and cash
runway. Otonomy’s expectations regarding these matters may not materialize, and actual results in future periods are subject to risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ materially from
those indicated by these forward-looking statements as a result of these risks and uncertainties, including but not limited to: delays and disruption resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic and
governmental responses to the pandemic, including current and future impacts to Otonomy’s operations, the initiation and progression of, and enrollment in, its planned and current clinical trials,
and patient conduct and compliance; Otonomy’s ability to accurately forecast financial results; Otonomy’s expectation that it will incur significant losses for the foreseeable future; Otonomy’s
ability to obtain additional financing; Otonomy’s dependence on the regulatory success and advancement of its product candidates; the uncertainties inherent in the drug development process,
including, without limitation, Otonomy’s ability to adequately demonstrate the safety and efficacy of its product candidates, the nonclinical and clinical results for its product candidates, which
may not support further development, and challenges related to patient enrollment, conduct and compliance in clinical trials; the integrity of patient-reported outcomes in its current and future
clinical trials; the risks of the occurrence of any event, change or other circumstances that could impact the performance under or give rise to the termination of any collaboration or license
agreements, or that could impact Otonomy’s ability to repay or comply with the terms of the loan provided by Oxford Finance LLC; side effects or adverse events associated with Otonomy's
product candidates; Otonomy’s ability to obtain regulatory approval and successfully commercialize its product candidates, if approved; competition in the biopharmaceutical industry; Otonomy’s
dependence on third parties to conduct nonclinical studies and clinical trials, to supply raw materials, and for the manufacture of its product candidates; Otonomy’s ability to protect its intellectual
property related to its product candidates in the United States and throughout the world; expectations regarding potential therapy benefits, market size, opportunity, and growth; Otonomy’s
ability to manage operating expenses; implementation of Otonomy’s business model and strategic plans for its business, products and technology; general economic and market conditions; and
other risks. Information regarding the foregoing and additional risks may be found in the section entitled "Risk Factors" in Otonomy’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (the "SEC") on November 10, 2021, and Otonomy’s future reports to be filed with the SEC. This Presentation is dated as of January 6, 2022 and based on information
available to Otonomy as of that date, and Otonomy undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except
as required by applicable law. This Presentation also contains estimates and other data based on publications and research, surveys and studies conducted by third parties, some of which were
commissioned by Otonomy. These data involve a number of assumptions and limitations, and you are cautioned not to give undue weight to such estimates. Otonomy has not independently
verified the data generated by third parties and, accordingly, cannot guarantee their accuracy or completeness. In addition, projections, assumptions and estimates of its future performance and
the future performance of the markets in which it operates are necessarily subject to a high degree of uncertainty and risk due to a variety of factors, which could cause results to differ materially
from those expressed in such projections, assumptions and estimates. This Presentation includes products that are under clinical investigation and which have not yet been approved for
marketing by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. They are currently limited by federal law to investigational use, and no representation is made as to their safety or effectiveness for the
purposes for which they are being investigated.
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Otonomy is the Leader in Otic Drug Delivery
• ENT’s have been safely using intratympanic
(IT) injections clinically for decades
• We pioneered technology to provide sustained
drug exposure from a single IT injection
o Weeks of drug exposure
o High drug levels throughout the inner ear
o Single IT injection per course of treatment

• Significant competitive advantage
• Leveraging technology across product pipeline
and expertise for gene therapy program
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Broad Pipeline Focused on Hearing Loss and Tinnitus
Program

Target Indication

Status / Expected Timing of Milestone

Tinnitus

Positive Phase 1/2 trial results;
Phase 2 trial ongoing with results mid-2022;
initiating safety evaluation of higher & bilateral dosing

Hearing Loss

Positive Phase 1/2 trial results;
Phase 2a cohort fully enrolled, results early 2Q22;
ongoing safety evaluation of higher dosing

Congenital
Hearing Loss

Preclinical POC demonstrated;
Pre-IND meeting completed; IND filing in 1H23

OTO-510

Cisplatin-induced
Hearing Loss

Novel otoprotectant identified;
preclinical development ongoing

OTO-6XX

Severe Hearing Loss

Licensed novel compound;
preclinical development ongoing

OTO-313
(gacyclidine)

OTO-413
(BDNF)

OTO-825
(GJB2 gene Tx)
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Persistent Tinnitus Affects Millions
Tinnitus is perception of hearing noise when there is no sound
~ 10% OF
U.S. ADULTS
experience tinnitus1

U.S.
1Bhatt

MILITARY2

ABILITY TO SLEEP
OR RELAX,
leads to anxiety and depression

~ 8M report

#1 service-related disability in

Can severely impact

MODERATE
TO SEVERE

NO FDA-APPROVED
DRUG TREATMENTS
or standard of care for this condition

bothersome level3

et al., JAMA Otolaryngol Head Neck Surg (2016); 2United States Department of Defense; 3ClearView Healthcare Partners analysis (2018)
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OTO-313 Has Attractive Profile for Tinnitus Treatment
Preclinical PK for OTO-313

• Tinnitus is often caused by injury to the cochlea
(e.g., excessive noise, trauma, persistent ear
infection and exposure to ototoxic drugs)

• Gacyclidine is a potent and selective NMDA
receptor antagonist
• OTO-313 is a sustained-exposure formulation of
gacyclidine – several weeks of drug exposure from
single intratympanic (IT) injection

GCY Levels [ng/mL]

• N-Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonists
shown to reduce the over-activation of auditory
nerve fiber signaling that results from the injury
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Design of Positive OTO-313 Phase 1/2 POC Trial
Randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled safety and exploratory efficacy
study of OTO-313 given as a single intratympanic injection in subjects with tinnitus
1:1 randomization to
OTO-313 (0.32 mg) or placebo

Screening & Lead-in

8 Week Follow-up: TFI at Day 15, 29 and 57

• Efficacy cohort included 31 evaluable patients (4 early terminations; not related to AE’s)
• Patients had unilateral, persistent tinnitus of cochlear origin, < 6 months since onset
• At least moderate tinnitus severity at baseline based on Tinnitus Functional Index (TFI)
o Clinically validated instrument for assessing tinnitus severity (Meikle et al., Ear & Hearing, 2011)
o 100-point scale with 13-point reduction considered clinically meaningful improvement (“Responder”)

• Patients separately reported Tinnitus Loudness and Annoyance by daily phone diary
• Patient Global Impression of Change (PGIC) at Baseline and Day 57
Reference: Maxwell et al., Otology & Neurotology (2021)
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OTO-313 Treatment Benefit for Total Study Population
TFI Change from Baseline

Loudness and Annoyance Change from Baseline

(100-point scale, reduction is improvement)

(10-point scale, reduction is improvement)

OTO-313 (n = 14/15)

Placebo (n = 16)

3.0
0.0
-4.1

-3.0
-6.0

Tinnitus
Loudness

Placebo (n = 16)

0.5
0.0

0.0
-0.5

-4.3

-6.6

OTO-313 (n = 14/15)

-0.6 -0.2

-0.7

-1.1

-0.3

-1.0
-1.5

-9.3

-9.4

Tinnitus
0.5
Annoyance

-9.0

0.0

-12.9
-12.0

Clinically
Meaningful
Improvement

-15.0

Day 15

Day 29

Day 57

-0.5

0.1
-0.5 -0.1

-0.6
-1.2

-0.4

-1.0
-1.5

Day 15

Day 29

Day 57

Baseline TFI values: OTO-313 = 65.9; Placebo = 57.9
Reference: Maxwell et al., Otology & Neurotology (2021)
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Clear OTO-313 Efficacy Signal Based on Responder Analysis

% of Patients with TFI Improvement

Responders with TFI Improvement at Both Day 29 and 57
50%

p = 0.026

p = 0.006

OTO-313 (n = 14)

40%

Placebo (n = 16)

p = 0.049

30%
20%
10%

43%
(6)

p = 0.113

43%
(6)

13%
(2)

6%
(1)

0%
≥ 13 Points

29%
(4)

≥ 15 Points

21%
(3)

21%
(3)
6%
(1)

≥ 20 Points

p = 0.113

6%
(1)

≥ 25 Points

6%
(1)

≥ 30 Points

Notes: p-values based on 1-sided test of response rate difference between OTO-313 and placebo (post hoc); # of patients shown below %;
one OTO-313 patient did not complete the TFI at Day 29 and was not a responder at Day 57

Reference: Maxwell et al., Otology & Neurotology (2021)
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OTO-313 Responders also Improved on Other Endpoints
(Case Studies below for 4 OTO-313 Patients with TFI reduction ≥ 20 points)

43%
(6)
13%
(2)

TFI Score

PGIC @
Day 57:
Very Much
Improved

6%
(1)

PGIC @
Day 57:
Very Much
Improved

OTO-313: 4
Severe ➤ Mild

6%
(1)

PGIC @
Day 57:
Much
Improved

Numeric Rating Scale

TFI Score

Severe ➤ Moderate

(3)

TFI Score

43%
(6)
Numeric Rating Scale

OTO-313: 3

21%
Severe ➤ Moderate

Numeric Rating Scale

TFI Score

Severe ➤ Mild

Numeric Rating Scale

OTO-313: 2

OTO-313: 1

PGIC @
Day 57:
Minimally
Improved

Note: correlation coefficient between improvement in TFI and improvement in tinnitus loudness and annoyance levels as well as PGIC ≥ 0.8 (considered “very strong” relationship)
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Subset Analyses Support Phase 2 Study Design
TFI Change for Patients with
Baseline TFI of 40-100
5.0

TFI Change for Patients with
Tinnitus Duration of 3-6 Months
5.0

OTO-313 (n = 13/14)

-1.2

Placebo (n = 16)
0.0

0.0
-3.4

-5.3

-5.4

-6.2

-5.0

-0.5

-0.6

-0.7

-0.8

-5.0
-10.2

-1.0

-10.8

-10.0

-15.0

OTO-313 (n = 15)

Placebo (n = 11)

0.0
-4.4

0.5

OTO-313 (n = 9/10)

Placebo (n = 12)

Change in TFI Auditory
Subscale Questions at Day 57

-14.4
Clinically
Meaningful
Improvement

-10.0

-12.8

-1.5

-13.9

-17.4

-15.0

-2.0
-2.2

-2.0

-2.4

-2.5
-20.0

-20.0

Day 15

Day 29

Day 57

Day 15

Day 29

Day 57

Ability to
Hear
Clearly

Ability to
Understand
People

Ability to
Follow
Conversations

Entry criteria: tinnitus onset ≤ 6 months

Reference: Maxwell et al., Otology & Neurotology (2021)
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Phase 1/2 Trial Results Published in Leading Journal
• Material results previously disclosed
• Additional detail supports OTO-313 treatment benefit
• Example: significant improvement from baseline to
Day 57 for OTO-313 across multiple subscales of TFI

OTO-313
Placebo

Reference: Maxwell et al., Otology & Neurotology (2021)
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OTO-313 Phase 2 Trial: Expect Top-line Results Mid-2022
Randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled efficacy study of OTO-313
given as a single intratympanic injection in subjects with tinnitus
1:1 randomization to
OTO-313 (0.32 mg) or placebo

Screening & Lead-in

Efficacy at Month 1 & 2

Observation at Month 3 & 4

• Target enrollment is 140 patients with unilateral tinnitus of at least moderate severity
• Time from onset up to 1 year (stratify for < 6 months and 6-12 months)
• Primary endpoint: TFI responder analysis at Month 1 and 2 (results mid-2022)
• Tinnitus Loudness and Tinnitus Annoyance using daily phone diary; PGIC
• Two additional months to assess durability of treatment benefit (results 2H22)
• Initiating safety evaluation of higher (0.64 mg) unilateral and bilateral dosing (results 2H22)
• Expect to hold EOP2 meeting with FDA and initiate Phase 3 clinical program in 1H23
Note: expected timing of top-line clinical results provided above
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Large, Untapped Market Opportunity for OTO-313
Current Landscape1
~ 31M in U.S. with
Subjective Tinnitus

~ 8M with Moderate to
Severe Tinnitus
1.5M “New”
Tinnitus
Pts/Yr2

OTO-313 Market Potential
• No drug treatments approved by FDA;
current therapies help patients cope but
do not treat tinnitus pathophysiology
• Opportunity to create SOC treatment
• Initial focus on patients early after onset
• Buy-and-bill model; high disease burden
supports favorable pricing
• > $1B U.S. total market opportunity1

1Clearview Healthcare Partners analysis; 2IQVIA patient-centric data: patients treated for tinnitus in a single year with no tinnitus diagnosis
in prior 2 years
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Hearing Loss is a Large and Growing Problem Worldwide
4th Leading Cause of Disability Globally1
Most prevalent neurologic health issue:

NO EFFECTIVE
TREATMENTS

> 360M PEOPLE

and no approved drugs
for hearing loss

have disabling hearing loss2

Common causes include:

AGING, NOISE,
OTOTOXIC
DRUGS AND
GENETICS

1Wilson,

Leads to Social Isolation,
lower QOL,

AND HIGHER
RATES OF
DEMENTIA AND
DEPRESSION

et al. Lancet. (2017); 2World Health Organization, Global Estimates on Prevalence of Hearing Loss, (2012)

High economic burden:

MEDICAL COSTS
+ IMPACT
of lower work productivity
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Programs Address Broad Hearing Loss Populations
Moderate to Severe
Hearing Loss
~ 20M in U.S.

~ 98%

~ 2%
Genetic

Acquired
• OTO-413: restoration of cochlear synapses
• OTO-510: otoprotection for CIHL

• OTO-825: gene therapy for GJB2

• OTO-6XX: hair cell repair or regeneration
Patient population estimate and proportion Acquired vs. Genetic from Clearview Healthcare Partners analysis
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Cochlear Synaptopathy (CS) is Common Hearing Loss Pathology
• CS is loss of connection between inner hair
cells and auditory nerve fibers

• Evidence suggests that CS occurs earlier
than hair cell loss1

• Caused by noise exposure, aging, ototoxic
chemicals or combination of these factors

• Patients report speech-in-noise hearing
difficulty (real-world setting)

IHC = inner hair cell
SGC = spiral ganglion cell
ANF = auditory nerve fiber

Example: noise‐induced damage
leads to loss of cochlear synapses

Figure from Moser and Starr, Nature Reviews: Neurology (2016)

1Wu

et al., J Neuroscience (2018)
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OTO-413: Sustained-Exposure Formulation of BDNF
• Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is an
endogenous protein with neurotrophic effects on
spiral ganglion neurons (auditory nerve fibers)

BDNF induces
neurite outgrowth

• OTO-413 is a sustained-exposure formulation of
BDNF that provides several weeks of drug
exposure from single intratympanic (IT) injection

Preclinical PK
for OTO-413

BDNF Levels [ng/mL]

1,000

100

Cochlear Epithelium
Perilymph

10

1

0.1
0

7

14

21

28

Days Post IT Injection

• Preclinical data support the development of
OTO-413 for treating cochlear synaptopathy

Synapse repair
and improved
hearing function
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OTO-413 Phase 1/2 Trial Design and Results Summary
Phase 1/2 Ascending Dose Safety and Exploratory Efficacy Study
Screening
& Baseline
Testing

Single IT injection:
OTO-413 or placebo

Three Month Follow-up
with Testing at Day 15, 29,
57 and 85

• Enrolled 39 patients with speech-in-noise (SIN) hearing difficulty; most also had at
least moderate hearing loss in quiet setting
• OTO-413 was well-tolerated across all 4 dose cohorts (up to 0.3 mg)
• Efficacy evaluated for 10 patients in high dose cohort vs. 8 pooled placebo patients
• OTO-413 therapeutic activity demonstrated by higher proportion of patients achieving
clinically meaningful improvement from baseline for SIN tests at both Days 57 and 85
19

Rationale for Speech-in-Noise Testing for Hearing Loss
Hearing Test Performance in 3,430 Patients Seeking Treatment for Hearing Loss
Standard Audiogram

Word Recognition in Quiet (WRQ)

PTA shift with aging, especially
at higher frequencies

% of Patients

100%
80%

Only 30% detection of hearing
loss based on WRQ => low
sensitivity and ceiling effects

60%
40%
20%

50%

PTA = pure tone average; SNR = signal-to-noise ratio
Reference: Wilson, J Am Acad Audiol (2011)

Excellent
(> 90%)

Good
(> 80%)

Conclusion:
Words-innoise tasks
should be
considered
the “stress
test” for
auditory
function

30%

7%

Poor
(< 80%)

Normal
(≤ 6 dB SNR)

20%
0%

Words-in-Noise (WIN)

WRQ Performance
(% words correct)

93%

SIN Deficit
(> 6 dB SNR)

WIN Performance
(SNR for 50% words correct)
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Evaluating Multiple Speech-in-Noise (SIN) Tests in Trial
American English Matrix Test

Words-in-Noise Test (WIN)

• 20 five-word sentences; correct
grammar but unpredictable

• 35 words (5 words each at 7
varying signal-to-noise ratios)

• 3 spoken numbers presented
at varying sound intensities

• “Rachel wants four pretty chairs”

• Multi-talker babble background

• 23 digit-triplets (e.g., 9-2-5)

• Fixed background noise

Digits-in-Noise Test (DIN)

• Fixed background noise

Clinically meaningful
improvement level set for
each test based on ≥ 20%
improvement in speech
intelligibility from baseline

Figure from Cowen & Company Equity Research
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% of Subjects with
Clinically Meaningful Improvement

OTO-413 Efficacy Signal Demonstrated on Responder Analysis

80%

≥ 1 SIN Test at
Both Day 57 and 85

60%

40%

0%

≥ 2 SIN Tests at
Both Day 57 and 85

67%
(6 of 9)

20%

13%
(2)
0%
(0 of 8)
OTO-413

Response on American
English Matrix Test:
OTO-413 at Both Day 57 and 85
vs. Any Visit for Placebo

Placebo

33%
(3 of 9)

OTO-413

44%
(4 of 9)
0%
(0 of 8)
Placebo

0%
(0 of 7)
OTO-413

Notes: SIN = speech-in-noise test; one OTO-413 subject did not complete Day 57 visit but had clinically meaningful improvement at Day 85 for two SIN tests;
one placebo subject did not complete Matrix test

Placebo
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% of Subjects with
Clinically Meaningful Improvement

Response for Subset with Moderate-to-Severe Hearing Loss

80%

60%

≥ 1 SIN Test at
Both Day 57 and 85

Response on American
English Matrix Test:
OTO-413 at Both Day 57 and 85
vs. Any Visit for Placebo
≥ 2 SIN Tests at
Both Day 57 and 85

71%
(5 of 7)

40%
44%
(3 of 7)

20%

0%

57%
(4 of 7)

13%
(2)
0%
(0 of 8)
OTO-413

Placebo

0%
(0 of 8)
OTO-413

Placebo

0%
(0 of 7)
OTO-413

Notes: SIN = speech-in-noise test; one OTO-413 subject did not complete Day 57 visit but had clinically meaningful improvement at Day 85 for two SIN tests;
one placebo subject did not complete Matrix test

Placebo
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OTO-413 Efficacy Signal Observed Across Multiple SIN Tests
Placebo (n=8)
American
English Matrix

Words‐in‐Noise

1

OTO‐413 (n=10)
1

5

6

6

Day 57

Day 85

Day 57

1

2

2
5
4
1
Day 57

Digits‐in‐Noise

3

2
Day 85

3

6

6
4

1
5
4

Day 57

Day 85

1

2

3 OTO‐413 “responders”
at both Day 57 & Day 85

3
8

6
5
2

Day 57

4 OTO‐413 “responders”
at both Day 57 & Day 85

Day 85

4

1

Worsening
No change
Improvement

Day 85

Day 57

2 OTO‐413 “responders”
at both Day 57 & Day 85

Day 85

Note: patient count for each test and timepoint may not equal total patient number for group because of missed study visits or missing test for visit
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Improvement in Speech Intelligibility for OTO-413 Responders
Based on Words-in-Noise Test (with reference to other SIN tests)

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
-10

OTO-413: 2 (moderate high frequency hearing loss)

Baseline
Day 85

20% speech
intelligibility 6%
improvement (1)

6%
(1)
0

4

8

12

16

20

24

Day 57: CMI for WIN & AMET
Day 85: CMI for WIN, AMET & DIN
Patient counted as responder for
multiple SIN tests

% Correct

% Correct

OTO-413: 1 (severe high frequency hearing loss)

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
-10

20% speech
intelligibility
improvement

0

20% speech
intelligibility
improvement

Baseline
Day 85

Day 57: missed visit
Day 85: CMI for WIN & DIN
Patient not counted as
responder due to missed visit
4

8

12

16

20

12

16

20

24

Day 57: CMI for WIN & AMET
Day 85: CMI for WIN & AMET
Patient counted as responder
for multiple SIN tests

OTO-413: 4 (mild high frequency hearing loss)
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dB Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

CMI = clinically meaningful improvement

% Correct

% Correct

43%
43%
OTO-413: 3 (moderate
high frequency
hearing loss)
(6)
(6)

0

8

Day 85

dB Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

dB Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
-10

4

Baseline

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
-10

Baseline
Day 85

>> 20% speech
intelligibility
improvement

0

4

8

12

16

20

Day 57: CMI for WIN
Day 85: CMI for WIN
Patient counted as responder
for single SIN test
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dB Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
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OTO-413 Phase 2a Cohort: Expect Top-line Results Early 2Q22
Randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled efficacy cohort of OTO-413
given as a single intratympanic injection in subjects with hearing loss
2:1 randomization to
OTO-413 (0.3 mg) or placebo

Screening & Lead-in

3-month Follow-up: hearing tests at Day 15, 29, 57 and 85

• Fully enrolled with total of 33 patients with speech-in-noise hearing difficulty
• Assessing multiple SIN hearing tests (American English Matrix, WIN and DIN) for efficacy
• Clinical evaluation of higher dosing underway (starting with 0.75 mg); each dose cohort will
enroll approximately 12 patients with 2:1 randomization
• Expect Phase 2a cohort results in early 2Q22 and higher dosing results 2H22
• Will inform full dose-ranging Phase 2 efficacy trial expected to start by end of 2022
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Mutations in the Gap Junction Beta-2 (GJB2) gene are the
most common cause of congenital hearing loss
• In developed countries, about 1 out of 500
children are born with or develop hearing loss
prior to language development (“prelingual”)
• Genetic mutations are the most common
cause of prelingual hearing loss
• GJB2 accounts for ~30% of congenital hearing
loss cases
• Patients with GJB2 mutations often have
severe-to-profound hearing loss in both ears

GJB2 Hearing
Loss
(~50%)

Autosomal Recessive
Hearing Loss
(~80%)
Non‐Syndromic Hearing Loss
(~70% of Genetic Hearing Loss)

• Typically identified by newborn screening that
is routine in US and EU

Reference: Shearer et al, “Hereditary Hearing Loss and Deafness Overview” (2017)
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GJB2 gene encodes gap junction protein Connexin 26
that is involved in ion channel homeostasis
• Connexin 26 is expressed in non-sensory cell types within the cochlea
• Mutations in GJB2 gene impair gap junctions that control potassium
homeostasis leading to hair cell dysfunction and hearing loss
• Goal: otic delivery of GJB2 therapy to achieve high local concentration of gene
(low systemic exposure) to restore functional gap junctions and hearing
Connexin 26 expression

Fibrocytes

Spiral
limbus

Support cells

Figure reference: Korver et al, Nature Reviews Disease Primers (2017)
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OTO-825: GJB2 Product Candidate in Development
• Strategic collaboration with AGTC

AAV-Mediated Expression in Cochlea

• Novel and proprietary AAV capsids
demonstrate high levels of expression
in cochlear support cells

300

• Gene expression for at least 12 weeks
following single injection in NHP study

200

• OTO-825 demonstrates rescue of
hearing and cochlear morphology in
2 preclinical models of GJB2 deficiency

OMY-914
Anc80

100

• Completed Pre-IND meeting with FDA
0

• IND-enabling activities underway; IND
filing expected 1H23

Spiral Limbus

Organ of Corti

Spiral Ligament

*GFP expression level compared to reference capsid in cochlear explant model
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OTO-825: Preclinical POC in Two Hearing Loss Models

*

*

*

*

* indicates p<0.05 (between OTO‐825 and Vehicle injected Gjb2 cKO groups)

Assessment of hearing and tissues was performed at post natal day 30. N=6-12 per group.

GJB2 cKO (Rosa-cre) + OTO-825
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*

GJB2 cKO (P0-cre) + OTO-825

Flat epithelium (% of ears)

*

GJB2 cKO + Vehicle

ABR Threshold (dB SPL)

Control
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Need for Cisplatin-Induced Hearing Loss (CIHL) Protection
~ 500K

> 80% OF CHILDREN

patients treated with platinumbased cancer chemotherapies
each year in U.S. including

treated with platinum agents
experience hearing loss1

~ 5K CHILDREN
CIHL impacts
Agents, especially
cisplatin, are

OTOTOXIC

SPEECH DEVELOPMENT,
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE,
AND SOCIALIZATION

LIFE-LONG IMPACT

highlighted at recent patient symposium
1Landier,

et al. Journal of Clinical Oncology. (2014)
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OTO-510: Initially Targeting Children Receiving Cisplatin
CIHL POC Animal Model

• Identified new series of molecules
with improved otoprotection in
nonclinical studies
• Proof-of-concept demonstrated in
CIHL animal model
• Preclinical development continuing
for small molecule otoprotectant in
sustained-exposure formulation

70

ABR Threshold Shift (dB SPL)

• Established clinical feasibility of
conducting pediatric CIHL trial in
pilot study using OTIVIDEX

60

*** p < 0.001

50
40
30
20

***

***

***

10
0

4

10

20

40

Frequency (kHz)

Cisplatin

OTO-510 + Cisplatin
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OTO-6XX: Hair Cell Repair or Regeneration
Hair cell regeneration model
Naïve

Damage only

Damage + OTO-6XX Compound

Myo7a: Hair Cells

Indication
• Multiple possible indications in which severe
hearing loss is due to hair cell death
• May result from a variety of insults and
significantly affects ability to communicate

Otonomy Program / Status
• Non-mammalian species able to regenerate
hair cells; knowledge of pathways involved
provides targets
• POC in hair cell regeneration model
• Research collaboration led to exclusive license
of novel compound from Kyorin Pharma
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Financial Update and Guidance

Operating Expenses1
• 3Q21 Results: Non-GAAP Op Exp = $10.7M and GAAP Op Exp = $12.5M
• 2022 Financial Guidance: Non-GAAP Op Exp = $42-$44M and GAAP Op Exp = $52-$54M

Cash Runway
• Cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments as of December 31, 2021 totaled ~ $77M
• Current capital is expected to fund operations into second half of 2023

1Adjustment

from GAAP to Non-GAAP is solely stock-based compensation expense
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Upcoming Milestones
Expected Timing

Program Milestone

Early 2Q22

OTO-413 Phase 2a Results

Mid-2022

OTO-313 Phase 2 Results

2H22

OTO-313 Phase 2 Extended Observation Period
Results; Higher & Bilateral Dosing Safety Results

2H22

OTO-413 Dose Escalation Results

End of 2022

Initiate OTO-413 Phase 2 Trial

1H23

Initiate OTO-313 Phase 3

1H23

IND Filing for OTO-825
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